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Introduction

The year 1911 is a choice vantage point from which to survey London at the beginning of the twentieth century in the perspective of the international, multicultural and Olympic dimensions of the city. It was a year of pomp and circumstance, of a Coronation and a Festival of Empire\(^1\), a year of stock-taking with the census, but it was also a year of change: in social and political expectations and achievements; in technological developments, and in principal characters in the country’s pageantry. It was also, it is to be argued, the year in which London took on the mantle of capital of the British Empire, the ‘heart of the Empire’ as well as the heart of the nation, in its public persona, its town planning, its ceremonial architecture, and its public displays.

Celebrating the imperial front when on the European and domestic scenes the situation was far from glorious appear to be a recurrent theme in history\(^2\). In this case, the nation, and especially its political, social and cultural elites appear to have been throwing a veil over the less congenial aspects of the British social condition, capturing public imagination, \textit{panem et circenses}, keeping the masses amused, and turning their thoughts away from the visible injustices on the streets and in the homes of London people, a landed class with all the political power and a poor community whose slums in the heart of the \textit{imperium} left the impression of a ‘heart of darkness’ in ‘darkest England’\(^3\).

The imperial veneer bestowed on Britain’s capital took the form of official celebrations and semi-official and commercial shows from processions and parades, to pageants and pleasure grounds.

London imperial

Seat of the government and administration of Great Britain and the British Empire, London had by 1911 truly assumed its central role and invented its imperial persona. The colonial office, India House, Australia House\(^4\), were situated in the Foreign Office in Whitehall, between Horseguard’s Parade, Downing Street and Parliament Street. South Africa House a few hundred yards up Whitehall on Trafalgar Square. The latter formed the hub leading from the political and administrative districts to the commercial and financial centres of the West End, Holborn and the City and the popular areas of the East End and the Docks\(^5\).

From within these walls, Britain supervised trade with its Dominions and administered its colonies. According to the 1911 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica:

\textit{The white population of the empire reached in 1901 a total of over 53 000 000, or something over one-eighth of its entire population, which, including native races, is estimated at about 400 000 000. [...] The population of the empire may therefore be calculated as amounting to something more than one-fourth of the population of the world. [...]}

\textit{The British empire gives occupation to more than one-third of the persons employed in mining and quarrying in the world. [...] it produces one-third of the coal supply of the world, one-sixth of the wheat supply, and very nearly two-thirds of the gold supply. But while these figures may be taken as in themselves satisfactory, it is far more important to remember that as yet the potential resources of the new lands opened to enterprise have been barely conceived, and their wealth has been little more than scratched.}\(^6\).

Such imperial panegyrics and disregard for ‘native races’ common in official discourse reflect not only British policies but also the pride of place which was deemed natural amongst the ruling elite. London, as capital city, figured heavily in this constellation as the heart, in the geographical and medical sense of the metaphor, of imperial activity. Two paintings portraying the Royal Exchange, bustling streets and a horizon-less city skyline, from this period celebrate that nomenclature: Niels Moeller Lund’s 1904 oil painting “The Heart of the Empire” hanging...
in the Guildhall, London, and F.M. Bell-Smith’s 1909 watercolour of the same name, in Vancouver (Canada)’s City Archives.

Compared with the Empire and Dominion population, that of London, the capital city of the empire, might appear limited at eleven and a half million souls in 1911 (Greater London: 7 537 196, Inner London: 4 892 710) but it made London the biggest capital city in the world at the time, a bustling town where the dynamics of world trade were everywhere visible.

The London docks were the centre of a vast network of shipping lines bringing raw material and foodstuffs to Britain and taking manufactured exports to its trade partners (along with Liverpool) with the colonies. Empire trade stood for a third of British exports and a quarter of its imports (one half and more of its staple foodstuffs such as wheat, rice, tea, cocoa, and more surprisingly, cheese, tin, wool, jute, oilseed, rubber). However it was not trade which made the Empire vital to Britain (though this was to be the case in the inter-war years) or to London. Looked at in another way, two-thirds of exports and three-quarters of British imports were non-imperial. In 1907 one-third of the goods imported to the United Kingdom came in through the Thames, and one half (53%) of the foreign and colonial produce exported. The Thames lighter-men also dealt with 17.5% of the home produced goods exported by the UK, and one-fifth of all import-export bonded goods.

Occupational distribution in Britain in 1911 was still dominated by domestic service (1 302 438), agriculture (1 229 555), coal mining (971 236), building (817 942) and cotton manufacture (623 825). London’s contribution to the national economy in 1907 was nevertheless estimated at 18.8% of all taxes and duties raised in the country. Manufacturing and small scale workshops employed over 684 000 Londoners in 1904 and the number of dock workers varied monthly between 3000 and 6500 but the total employed in and around the docks at the turn of the century reached fifty thousand.

The administrative organisation of the capital had been rethought with the new London County Council in 1889 (1888 Local Government Act) to which a large number of progressive councillors had been elected, including Sidney Webb, Will Crooks, John Benn, John Burns (later to become a wartime Minister) and Ben Tillett, the docker’s leader. The LCC was responsible in large part for progress in transport and town planning, and, from 1904, educational provision in the metropolis. In 1910, plans were made to build County Hall, on the south bank of the Thames, destined to become the home of the London ‘government’ in grandiose fashion.

London’s urban growth continued abated. Walter Besant, the London essayist, reckoned there were two million inhabitants in the new districts of West Ham, East Ham and Stratford, a figure surpassing that of capital cities such as Berlin, Saint-Petersburg or Philadelphia. The population of West Ham rose from 19 000 in 1851 to 270 000 in 1901. By 1909 Ford Madox Ford foresaw London engulfing the whole of the Home Counties from Oxford to Cambridge down to Brighton. ‘It’s on the road, this change. It has to come: all south-eastern England is just London.’ The rate of expansion and development he was witnessing led him to extrapolate the existing rail facilities and imagine a half-hour high-speed London-Oxford connection.

Without providing such speedy means of transportation, the metropolitan railway, general omnibus companies and electric tramways provided expanding and modern transport facilities within its boundaries. The first electric tram was installed by the L.C.C. in 1903 running from Westminster to the new Totterdown Fields workmen’s estate in Tooting. By 1907, London tramways carried 585 million passengers a year, and half of the lines were electrified. 7 800 trains arriving at the twenty-six London termini every day carried 363 million passengers in 1907. Electrification of the Underground was beginning. The first electric escalator was installed at Earl’s Court station in 1911. By March 1911, the “above ground” transportation system in the city had become so complex carrying 274 million passengers at the least, that pocket maps were brought out monthly by the London General Omnibus Company vaunting its advantages compared to the “underground”: “Open Air to Everywhere”.

As London spread its tentacles along the railway and road arteries leading out of the capital, congestion led to new plans. In 1911 The Board of Trade’s London Traffic Branch made public a General Road Plan.
announcing the North Circular Road, and the Eastern Avenue and the Western Avenue radials. London in 1911 was no longer a Victorian city. It was a city with a future as well as a past.

London in 1911 was a city of contrasts between the West End and the East End, between Piccadilly and Limehouse, the aptly named dockland district where colonial goods were disembarked, between well-dressed City clerks and bankers and ragged barefooted children, between spacious mansions and overcrowded tenements, between the idle rich and the casually-employed poor, between the powerful landed elite and the disenfranchised adult male tenants and women, between horse-drawn Hackey carriages, omnibuses motorcars and electric trams. It was in this complex context of suburban expansion, of technological innovations, of municipal socialism and of vast imperial trade in the capital that the newly re-elected minority Liberal government of December 1910 was trying to remedy crying inequalities with its programme of social and constitutional reform.

As temperatures soared in the summer of 1911, the country witnessed industrial unrest in the docks where irregular working conditions and low pay caused discontent. The continuing women’s suffrage campaign and the question of Home Rule for Ireland dominated the political scene at home. Rivalry between Britain and Germany which culminating in the Second Moroccan Crisis which began on July 1st, was at the forefront of the government’s international preoccupations. London, as capital city, political centre and trade hub, was inevitably the scene for public displays of support or dissatisfaction.

The two main issues which were thus publicly aired on the streets of British cities were the dockers’ demands and the suffrage campaign. In London these took on a specific resonance in view of their staging so close in time and place to the loci of official national celebrations.

On Sunday 5th August 1911, Port of London dockers marched to Trafalgar Square to show support for their striking colleagues in Liverpool where, for a week, a localised general strike brought out dockers and railway workers.

But it was perhaps the suffrage campaigners’ activities in London which drew most attention. Cashing in on the taste for parades and pageants, and hoping to benefit from a display of loyalty to the new king, the WSPU, organised their own ‘coronation’ march on a Saturday afternoon, June 17th, departing from the Embankment and ending with a rally in the Albert Hall. The WSPU had been organising large-scale rallies in London’s Hyde Park since 1908 in the tradition of radical protest since the 18th century. It is against that background that the staging of imperial London must be seen.

Imperial designs

The 1911 ‘Women’s Coronation Procession’ comprises a significant transition between public demonstration and public display, between the themes of citizenship, Empire and womanhood. Between 30,000 and 48,000 participants from all over the country gathered in London for a procession announced as including 70 bands and 1000 banners, and reckoned to be between 5 and 7 miles long. Judging by the rare photographs of the event, one of which shows the Empire Car being drawn out of Trafalgar Square, attendance was not only high among the participants, with onlookers ten deep on either side of the street. Conceived of as a moving pageant, the procession included a historical pageant showing famous women such as Boudicca or Joan of Arc — complete with armour and a white charger — opera singers and educationists, or themes such as ‘Empire’. The symbolism of the Empire Car portraying a woman embodying Great Britain as the mother of the Empire enthroned on the top of a dias surrounded by a guard of vestals clad in neo-classical style is redolent of the more austere Georgian themes of sacrifice, duty, and motherhood.

The coronation of George V in June 1911 was the pretext for a range of public ceremonies of unprecedented scope. A least six ‘imperial’ occasions were celebrated that summer excluding the Women’s Coronation Procession: the unveiling of the Victoria Memorial, the Imperial Conference gathering of Dominion and Colonial Prime Ministers, the Imperial Festival at the Crystal Palace & Grounds in Sydenham, accompanied by the Imperial Games contest and the Pageant of Empire staged in the arena in the Festival Grounds, the White City Coronation Exhibition in Shepherd’s Bush and, despite its provincial denomination, the
Scottish Exhibition of National History, Art and Industry held in Glasgow, ‘the second city of the British Empire’.

The absence of ceremonial avenues and grandiose public architecture suited to the capital city of the world’s largest Empire had been the subject of debate amongst the elite since the two Jubilees held for Queen Victoria in 1887 and 1897 had highlighted London’s narrow, winding and unspectacular streets as a background to the parades. The previous ‘improvements’ dated back to Regency developments such as Oxford Street and Regent Street. The soot and grime which cloaked all London facades, public or private, swiftly removed their dignity and splendour. Buckingham Palace, renovated in the 1840s was black and tawdry by 1901 as photographs of Victoria’s funeral procession show. Vienna, Paris, Berlin, Saint Petersburg, and even Rome, had large-scale monumental setting.

Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square, Cleopatra’s Needle on the recently constructed Embankment or Marble Arch appeared paltry and insignificant in surroundings that did little to enhance their symbolism of victorious all-conquering Great Britain.

At the turn of the century, London County Council had embarked on a project which was to lead to several new streets in the centre of the city and the demolition of slum districts in Holborn. The resulting project of Aldwych, Kingsway and the widening of the Strand were intended to form part of an architectural project ‘to enhance the glory of this great empire’, according to the president of the Royal Institute of British Architects in his 1899 address to the members. But it was the passing of the Queen Empress in 1901 that provided the occasion for the most extensive imperially motivated redesigning of the capital’s layout.

The Victoria Memorial was intended to provide a lasting tribute to the Queen standing in regal splendour outside the Palace and marking the entrance to the newly laid out Mall. The plans were ready within a year of the Queen’s death and the works took ten years to complete. The unveiling of the Memorial, in the presence of the King and the Kaiser, Victoria’s grandsons, took place on May 16, 1911, when the statue was heralded as “a great imperial and national ideal wrought in marble.” Around the base of the memorial, topped by a winged Victory, stand the Queen in regal attitude, Motherhood, and allegories of the Dominions, generous benefactors.

One week later on 23rd May, no doubt timed to enable delegates to admire their countries’ contribution to the Victoria Memorial, the Imperial Conference continued the bi-annual convention started with the first Colonial Conference held in London in 1907. Attended by the Prime Ministers of the Dominions and British Government Ministers, the conference was an occasion for discussions concerning trade, tariffs and investment, which failed to make any great impact but which can be adduced as having contributed to good relations between the major actors of Imperial measures.

It was for the Coronation of George V on 22nd June that the new processional route from the Palace along the Mall was inaugurated as the carriages, mounted and foot troops, paraded around the Memorial and down the Mall heading towards Westminster Abbey. The Procession route also incorporated Fleet Street and Ludgate Hill. The whole of the capital was bedecked with flags and bunting, while entrepreneurial companies used the occasion to advertised their prowess. Oceanic House, the London office of the White Star Line shipping company in Cockspur Street, just off Trafalgar Square and Charing Cross, proudly displayed a poster of the majestic RMS Olympic, sister ship to the Titanic, whose maiden voyage commenced on the 14th June, associating naval power and merchant shipping with the imperial occasion.

Alongside solemn occasions, festivities also allowed for entertainment and amusement. The Festival of Empire and Imperial Exhibition opening in May 1911, ran through the summer, at the Crystal Palace in Sydenham. The glass marvel constructed to house the 1851 Great Exhibition served for the ‘All British Imperial Exhibition Section’ while new, scale replicas of the parliament buildings in Ottawa, Canberra, Auckland, and Delhi housing exhibits from each were completed by a Newfoundland Building, a Canadian Pacific Building, an Irish cottage village and an attraction named ‘Empire Caves’. Visitors could take a virtual tour of the empire on an electric railway as guides gave a running commentary pointing out the sights and telling them about each country. The whole experience was presented as
the most magnificent educational spectacle ever seen in London. The Empire, with its manifold characteristics and infinite resources, is presented on a scale of realistic exactitude never before attempted.

Overseas Dominion Cadets were camped in the grounds and a fair ground included a ‘Joy Wheel’ and a Maxim Flying Machine and a ‘Mountain Railway’ switchback. Other areas in the grounds were given over to Outdoor Spectacles, the Empire Sports Arena and an amphitheatre for spectators to the Pageant of London.

With a 15000 volunteer cast, the Pageant was staged over three days by Frank Stevens, who used the aristocratic pseudonym of Lascelles. His record included pageants in Oxford and Bath; and further afield in Quebec, for the Tercentenary of Canada, and Cape Town (Union of South Africa Parliament). He was to go on to stage the Delhi Coronation Durbar the following year, and a second Pageant of Empire for the 1924 British Empire Exhibition. The history of Britain unfolded from the druids to 19th century, with historical and mythical figures providing centrepieces for crowd scenes. The finale, “The Masque Imperial. Allegory of the Advantages of Empire,” written by Francis Hartman Markoe, showed the arrival of colonial heroes in the Dominions and India, using exotic animals such as camels and elephants, and culminating in the finale combining an invocation of God’s blessing on the imperial destiny of the country.

Nobly, Britannia, have you proved your worth
To rank among the glorious ones of earth,
And having metamorphosed its pain,
Behold, triumphant, the Imperial Gain.

However for all the moralistic exhortation, the visitors appear to have been left with less than ‘imperial’ impressions. The behaviour of the crowds left a lot to be desired, whilst what was graved on the memory of the pageant spectators was the history of Britain, not the greatness of the Empire. Others concentrated heavily on amusement. “For all the high imperial ideals of the exhibition organisers, the account of their trip is focused on the pleasures to be had from the exhibition’s pleasure grounds” concludes Deborah Ryan.

A similar conclusion can be drawn about the Inter-Empire Championship, held at the Festival of Empire. Athletes, white men from the Dominions and Britain, competed in track, swimming and ring events. The sport more than the imperial masculine subtext was surely uppermost in people’s minds. Winners were equally spread amongst participating nations - Great Britain, Canada and Australia. The event is more important as the prototype of future Empire and Commonwealth Games and as such merits attention.

This survey of imperial display and entertainment cannot be closed without mention of two commercial events in the summer of 1911. Imre Kiralfy, a Hungarian born showman, had bought and turned the 1908 Franco-British Exhibition grounds and Olympic Stadium into pleasure grounds, billed as London’s Greatest Attraction, the Coronation Exhibition and the Great White City was advertised on bus maps and boarding. Kiralfy had already staged a dramatic representation of empire at the Empress Theatre during the 1899 Earl’s Court Greater Britain exhibition. At the White City in Shepherd’s Bush, the pavilions represented art and crafts from similar origins to those displayed at the Crystal Palace Festival of Empire. The buildings were named Palace of Women’s Work, Palace of Music, Irish Village (Ballymacclinton), Ceylon Village, Algerian Pavilion, Australia Pavilion, Canadian Pavilion, Mountain Railway, Indian Palace. Both White City and the Crystal Palace remained engraved in the memories of Londoners long after they had been razed to the ground even though their contribution to the imperial spirit, strongest in the interwar period, remains allusive.

The Circuit of Britain Air Race cannot exactly be described as a London event, but the Brooklands site, accessible on the Waterloo to Southampton railway line, was to become the major centre for the nascent British air industry in the following decade and is located just down the line from London’s overfill cemetery Brookwood whose railway station had been specifically built in the 19th century to service coffin trains from the metropolis. Organised by the Daily Mail, offering a £10,000 prize, and capturing public enthusiasm for the new flying...
machines, the race left Brooklands in Surrey, on Saturday 22nd July, took the 17 competitors - including Colonel Cody, Emile Vesiéries, James Valentine, and the winner a Frenchman, Lieutenant Conneau (Beaumont) - on a 1000 mile circuit with 11 stopovers to Edinburgh and back via Exeter and Brighton, ending on 26th July. The post-war Hendon Air Pageant⁴⁵, organised at what became London’s principle airfield, appears to have combined the idea of pageant and prowess, military and technical display and popular appeal, present in the 1911 celebrations.

The legacy of imperial display in London

The number of events around the imperial theme in the summer of 1911 cannot but have left a mark. The Delhi Coronation Durbar 1912 continued the idea of celebrating the King Emperor that had been present in the conception and unveiling of the Victoria Memorial. A follow-up British Empire Exhibition was planned from 1913. What made the 1924 Wembley exhibition different was its official status and its association with a existing popular event, the Football Association Cup Final. The aim of the exhibition yet again was to make the Empire accessible to all, and its mock-ups, amusement park, and pavilions replicated and magnified those which had already been seen in the 1911 Imperial Festival and at the White City Coronation Exhibition. The official aim of the Wembley Exhibition adopted the family metaphor present at the 1911 Festival of Empire: "to stimulate trade, strengthen bonds that bind mother Country to her Sister States and Daughters". It was the largest exhibition ever staged anywhere in the world, attracting 27 million visitors. The main exhibition buildings surrounded and fronted onto the lakes (right of centre in this picture). The Exhibition Station (foreground) adjoining the India pavilion, palaces of Engineering (middle right), Industry, and Arts (top), with the Australia and Canada pavilions to the left of the lakes. the Palace of Engineering and the British Government Pavilion survived into the 1970s. The Empire Pool became the Wembley Arena, and the Empire Stadium was also kept until 2002, when it was demolished to be replaced by the new Wembley Stadium. Thus the seeds sown in 1911 are still bearing fruit today as London prepares for the 2012 Olympics.

In his analysis of popular culture of empire between the wars, John MacKenzie remarks on one of the apparent curiosities of British Imperial history that, when the Empire encountered the economic, political and constitutional crises that would ultimately bring it down, British domestic culture came to emphasize colonial relationships as never before⁴⁶.

The bunting, flags, pageanteers, carts, processions and crowds in the metropolis in 1911 at a time of social unrest, political uncertainty and international crisis, confirm this. London as centre of the empire, imperial backdrop for the pageantry, site of imperial conferences and gatherings, provided imperial entertainment in the form of exhibitions and festivals, geared at inculcating pride in the greatness of Britain though awareness of the vastness of her domains and resources. Imperial designs were as much domestic as overseas.
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26 The organisers were artists Edith Downing and Mary Wallace-Dunlop, the first hunger striker suffragette.
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30 Edward VII had died in May 1910.
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42 The event receives lip service on the Team Britain website, but the only detailed work on the subject appears to be by W. F. Ingram, ‘New Zealanders in — The Empire Games —’, The New Zealand Railways Magazine, Volume 12, Issue 12, March 1, 1938.

43 A Number 24 bus (Victoria to Hampstead Heath) heading down Whitehall towards Parliament Square is visible with an advert for the event along one side of the bus. http://www.timebinder.net (consulted on 21 November 2010).
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Résumé

Unlike many rival capital cities (Paris, Berlin, Washington D.C.), London combined functions as the seat of government, major seaport, industrial and commercial centre. London authorities sought to control and improve the living and working conditions within their boundaries. Unlike its rivals however, London was seen to be lacking in monuments and urban layout suitable to its calling. The local authorities in London sought to remedy the planning side but celebration in stone and pageantry were ensured by official displays and semi-official entertainment heavily underpinned with imperial designs.
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